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            Abstract
Immune-regulatory mechanisms of drug-free remission in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) are unknown. We hypothesized that synovial tissue macrophages (STM), which persist in remission, contribute to joint homeostasis. We used single-cell transcriptomics to profile 32,000â€‰STMs and identified phenotypic changes in patients with early/active RA, treatment-refractory/active RA and RA in sustained remission. Each clinical state was characterized by different frequencies of nine discrete phenotypic clusters within four distinct STM subpopulations with diverse homeostatic, regulatory and inflammatory functions. This cellular atlas, combined with deep-phenotypic, spatial and functional analyses of synovial biopsy fluorescent activated cell sorted STMs, revealed two STM subpopulations (MerTKposTREM2high and MerTKposLYVE1pos) with unique remission transcriptomic signatures enriched in negative regulators of inflammation. These STMs were potent producers of inflammation-resolving lipid mediators and induced the repair response of synovial fibroblasts in vitro. A low proportion of MerTKpos STMs in remission was associated with increased risk of disease flare after treatment cessation. Therapeutic modulation of MerTKpos STM subpopulations could therefore be a potential treatment strategy for RA.
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                    Fig. 1: MerTKposCD206pos STMs are associated with remission maintenance.[image: ]


Fig. 2: scRNA-seq defines heterogeneity within MerTKposCD206pos and MerTKnegCD206neg STM populations.[image: ]


Fig. 3: MerTKnegCD206neg and MerTKposCD206pos STM populations have distinct pro- and anti-inflammatory phenotypes.[image: ]


Fig. 4: MerTKpos STM clusters from patients in remission have a unique regulatory signature.[image: ]


Fig. 5: MerTKnegCD206neg and MerTKposCD206pos STMs induce inflammatory and repair responses, respectively in FLS.[image: ]


Fig. 6: scRNA-seq FLS transcriptomic profiles reflect local interaction with MerTKposCD206pos or MerTKnegCD206neg STM.[image: ]
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                Data availability


Ranked lists of STM cluster markers, condition-specific markers of MerTKpos STM clusters identified by comparison of two clinical conditions, multiple conditions, STM cluster pathway analysis, FLS cluster markers and DEGs of lining-layer FLS clusters comparing active and remission synovium are provided in the Supplementary Dataset. The list of genes in the custom stromal panel, sample scRNA-seq metrics of FLS cocultured with STM and sequenced with scRNA-seq BD Rhapsody system, and the list of DEGs from FLSâ€“MoM cocultured with MerTK inhibitor, are provided in the Supplementary Dataset. All raw and processed data of STM scRNA-seq, STMâ€“FLS coculture scRNA-seq and MoMâ€“FLS coculture bulk RNA-seq (FLS) were deposited at EMBL-EBI and are available with the following accession numbers: E-MTAB-8322, E-MTAB-8873 and E-MTAB-8316.
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 A low proportion of MerTKposCD206pos STMs in remission was associated with increased risk of disease flare after treatment cessation.
aâ€“d, Comparison of STM distribution between RA patients with disease remission defined by either DAS28 (nâ€‰=â€‰24) or Boolean criteria (nâ€‰=â€‰11). Analyses include comparison of STMs: a, single-marker positive or negative for CD206 or MerTK or CD163, b, double-marker positive or negative for MerTK and CD206, and double-marker positive or negative for CD206 and CD163, c, double-marker positive or negative for MerTK and CD163 and (d) triple-marker positive for MerTK, CD206 and CD163. e-i, Comparison of baseline STM distribution between RA patients in remission who subsequently flared (nâ€‰=â€‰11) or remained in remission (nâ€‰=â€‰11) after treatment discontinuation. Analyses include comparison of STMs: e, single-marker positive or negative for CD206 or MerTK or CD163, f, double-marker positive or negative for either MerTK or CD206, g, double-marker positive or negative for either CD163 or CD206, h, double-marker positive or negative for either MerTK or CD206 and (i) triple-marker positive for MerTK, CD206 and CD163. j, ROC curves for optimal cut-off values of STM proportions of CD206pos, MerTKposCD206pos, MerTKnegCD206neg, CD163posCD206pos, CD163negCD206neg, and the MerTKposCD206pos to MerTKnegCD206neg ratio discriminating disease flare in RA in remission (nâ€‰=â€‰22) described in e-i. (Wilson/Brown method) k, Comparison of occurrence of flare stratified by the cut-off values for different STM populations (Wilcoxon test.) Data in (a-i) are meanâ€‰+â€‰/-sem, differences in STM populations between remission states were evaluated by Two-tailed Mann-Whitney, p-values provided on graphs.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Integration of scRNAseq data.
a, Metadata for FACS sorted CD64posCD11bpos STMs sequenced in the Discovery Cohort (Cohort 1) at Oxford Genomics Centre. b, Metadata for all synovial cell types sequenced in the Validation Cohort (Cohort 2) at Glasgow Polyomics. c, Myeloid cells sequenced in Cohort 2 are separated computationally (based on positive expression of CD64, CD11b, CD14, MARCO, CD1c and LYZ), and integrated with synovial macrophages sequenced in the Discovery cohort 1.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Pathway analysis of differentially expressed genes between clusters revealing different effector pathways in STM subpopulations.
a, Heatmap illustrating scaled pseudo-bulk expression of significantly enriched pathways in four MerTKpos clusters and (b) in four MerTKneg clusters and in the MerTKpos ICAM1pos cluster (Healthy, nâ€‰=â€‰4; UPA, nâ€‰=â€‰4; naÃ¯ve-active RA, nâ€‰=â€‰5; treatment-resistant RA, nâ€‰=â€‰6 and RA in remission, nâ€‰=â€‰6). Rows are genes and columns represent average expression for cells in each cluster by subject group. All genes are significantly expressed in at least 60% of cells in that cluster. DE Genes identified by Seurat function (MAST) were filtered afterwards to ensure that the p-value adjusted by Bonferroni correction is significant (pâ€‰<â€‰0.05). Average log fold change â‰¥ 0.25. Differentially expressed genes between clusters were used to perform GO and IPA analysis to identify significant cluster specific pathways (Fisherâ€™s exact test with Bonferroni correction). Upregulated genes from selected significant pathways of interest are annotated.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Comparison of Human and Mouse (Culemann et al., 2019) single-cell transcriptional profiling of synovial macrophages.
a, UMAP projections for human and mouse scRNAseq data analyzed separately. Mouse data clustered at a resolution of 0.3 and UMAP projection represents the top 12 PCs. Human data for this comparison included samples from healthy tissue (nâ€‰=â€‰4), UPA (nâ€‰=â€‰5) and naÃ¯ve-active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰5) to align with disease conditions modelled in the mouse data (nâ€‰=â€‰4). b, Dendrogram representing the relationship between human macrophage phenotypes and mouse clusters. This plot was generated from the hierarchical clustering of the average expression of orthologous genes by each population. c-d, Patientsâ€™ cohort described in Fig. 2a. Violin plots show log-normalized expression values of STMN, a marker of proliferation; CSF1R, that is the highest in FOLR2posID2pos, and GM-CSFR (CSF2R) that is higher in MerTK negative clusters of human STMs. Shape of the violin represents the density of the data at different expression values with median marked by dot while colour represents unique STM cluster. d, MerTKpos STMs are enriched in tight-junction proteins. Heatmap illustrating scaled pseudobulk expression of significantly enriched pathways by each patient group within each of identified STM clusters. Rows represent genes with a potential contribution to synovial lining-layer barrier function (GO pathway- involved tight-junction assembly and organization). Columns represent equal average expression for cells in each cluster by subject group. The blue box highlights gene orthologue identified in mouse synovial lining macrophages as tight-junction proteins (Culemann et al). Among them, TJP1 is expressed by human MerTKposTREM2pos and MerTKposFOLR2posLYVE1pos STMs.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Flow-cytometric validation of STM clustering categorized by scRNAseq.
aâ€“c, scRNAseq data (a) (patient cohort described in Fig. 2a) and flow cytometry data (b-c) representing 16 independent experiments with synovial tissue samples from 31 RA patients and 10 Healthy showing that mRNA and protein expression of MerTK and FOLR2 coincide, suggesting that FOLR2 can be used as an alternative marker of MerTKpos STMs. d, Representative gating strategies for TREM2 and LYVE1 positive STMs in conjunction with MerTK expression in health, active RA and RA in disease remission. The TREM2pos cluster is defined by the positive expression of MerTK and TREM2, and the LYVE1pos cluster is defined by the positive expression of LYVE1 and MerTK. A proportion of TREM2pos STMs are also LYVE1pos. The n numbers per staining and quantitative data are provided in Fig. 2i-k. e-g, scRNAseq data (e) (patient cohort described in Fig. 2a) and representative gating strategy for MerTKneg STMs (f) showing that most of MerTKneg STMs are CD48 positive. g, Distribution of CD9 and CLEC10a positive cells within MerTKnegCD48low/pos STMs in health, active RA and RA in disease remission are shown. The MerTKnegS100A12pos cluster is defined as CD48low/posCD9negCLEC10aneg; the MerTKnegSPP1pos cluster is defined as CD48pos/lowCD9posCLEC10aneg, and the MerTKnegCLEC10apos cluster is defined as CD48low/posCD9posCLEC10apos. The n numbers per staining and quantitative data are provided in Fig. 2i-k.


Extended Data Fig. 6 High-dimensional characterization of STMs using viSNE dimensionality reduction algorithm.
a,b, STMs in healthy and RA in sustained disease remission show enrichment in MerTK positive clusters (TREM2pos and FOLR2highLYVE1pos) while patients with active RA show an increase in MerTK negative clusters (CLEC10Apos, SPP1pos and S100A12pos clusters). a-b, Single cell synovial tissue digests from healthy controls and RA patients as described in Fig. 2i-k and Extended Data Fig. 5 were stained with panel 1 of 9 antibodies (plus dump panel) to identify MerTK positive clusters (a) or with panel 2 of 9 antibodies (plus dump panel) to identify MerTK negative clusters (Supplementary Table 8 and Methods) (b). viSNE plots of clustered total STMs (CD64posCD11bposlineageneg) are displayed for MerTK positive (a) and MerTK negative (b) STMs, showing cell density of clusters and changes between conditions. The number of cells per condition were normalized to 25â€‰K. Bars represent individual expression scale for each marker. Dotted lines demarcate clusters dominant in remission RA/healthy (a) or active RA (b). a, Synovial tissue from Healthy (nâ€‰=â€‰9), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰17) and RA in Remission (nâ€‰=â€‰13) were used to evaluate MerTKposFOLR2pos STMs; from healthy (nâ€‰=â€‰9), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰17) and RA in Remission (nâ€‰=â€‰12) to evaluate MerTKposTREM2pos STMs; and Healthy (nâ€‰=â€‰9), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰14) and RA in Remission (nâ€‰=â€‰9) to evaluate MerTKposLYVE2pos STMs. b, Synovial tissue from Healthy (nâ€‰=â€‰8), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰13) and RA in Remission (nâ€‰=â€‰7) were used to evaluate MerTKnegCD48pos, MerTKnegS100A12pos and MerTKnegCLEC10apos STMs; and from Healthy (nâ€‰=â€‰7), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰12) and RA in Remission (nâ€‰=â€‰7) to evaluate MerTKnegSPP1pos STMs.


Extended Data Fig. 7 TREM2pos STMs form a lining-layer in the healthy synovium and in the synovium from RA patients in sustained disease remission.
Representative confocal microscopy images (40Ã—) showing IF staining for TREM2 (green) and macrophage marker CD68 (red) in (a) healthy synovium (b) active RA synovium, and (c) remission RA synovium. These show TREM2posCD68pos (solid white arrows) and TREM2negCD68pos (hollow white arrows) macrophages. The inset images show TREM2posCD68pos cells at higher magnification. Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). A, adipocyte. Images representative of synovial tissue of healthy donors (nâ€‰=â€‰5), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰6) and remission RA (nâ€‰=â€‰6) obtained in 3 independent experiments with similar results are shown. Scale bars = 50 Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 8 LYVE1pos STMs locate mainly in the synovial lining-layer in health and in remission RA, and predominantly in the interstitium in active RA.
Representative confocal microscopy images (40Ã—) showing IF staining for LYVE1 (green) and macrophage marker CD68 (red) in (a) healthy synovium (b) active RA synovium (two different patients), and (c) remission RA synovium. These show LYVE1posCD68pos (solid white arrows) and LYVE1negCD68pos (hollow white arrows) macrophages. The inset images show LYVE1posCD68pos at higher magnification. Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). A, adipocyte; BV, blood vessel. Images representative of synovial tissue of healthy donors (nâ€‰=â€‰5), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰6) and remission RA (nâ€‰=â€‰6) obtained in 3 independent experiments with similar results are shown. Scale bars = 50 Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 9 CLEC10apos, S100A12pos and SPP1pos STMs are located predominantly in the synovial interstitium.
aâ€“c, Representative confocal microscopy images (40Ã—) showing IF staining for CLEC10a (green) and macrophage marker CD68 (red) in (a) healthy synovium (b) active RA synovium, and (c) remission RA synovium. These show CLEC10aposCD68pos (solid white arrows) and CLEC10anegCD68pos (hollow white arrows) macrophages, and CLEC10aposCD68neg cells that are not macrophages. Inset images show CLEC10aposCD68pos macrophages at higher magnification. d-f, Synovial S10012Apos STMs are scarce in healthy and remission RA but abundant in the sublining layer in active RA. Representative confocal microscopy images (40Ã—) showing IHC staining for S10012A (green) and macrophage marker CD68 (red) in (d) healthy synovium (e) active RA synovium, and (f) remission RA synovium. These show S10012AposCD68pos (solid white arrows) macrophages only in active RA. S100A12AnegCD68pos (hollow white arrows) macrophages and S100A12AposCD68neg cells are located throughout the synovial tissue. Inset images show S10012AposCD68pos macrophages at higher magnification. g-i, Synovial SPP1pos STMs are scarce in healthy and remission RA but abundant in the sublining layer in active RA. Representative confocal microscopy images (40Ã—) showing IF staining for SPP1 (green) and macrophage marker CD68 (red) in (g) healthy synovium, (h) active RA synovium (two patients), and (i) remission RA. These show SPP1posCD68pos (solid white arrows) macrophages and SPP1negCD68pos (hollow white arrows) macrophages. Inset images show SPP1posCD68pos macrophages at higher magnification. The nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). Images representative of synovial tissue of healthy donors (nâ€‰=â€‰5), active RA (nâ€‰=â€‰6) and remission RA (nâ€‰=â€‰6) obtained in 3 independent experiments with similar results are shown. A, adipocyte; BV, blood vessel. Scale bars = 50â€‰Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Distinct synovial tissue macrophage subsets regulate inflammation and remission in rheumatoid arthritis.
The HEALTHY synovial membrane (SM) contains predominantly MerTKpos STMs with two subpopulations: TREM2pos and LYVE1pos. Their transcriptomics suggest immunoregulatory functions, for example production of retinoic acid. In ACTIVE RA, the synovial membrane is infiltrated by MerTKnegCD48pos STMs with two main phenotypes, expressing either S100A alarmins and IL-1Î², or osteopontin (SPP1); both are the main source of pathogenic TNF and IL-6, and potent contact-dependent inducers of chemokines and MMPs from synovial fibroblasts (FLS). RA in REMISSION is characterized by restoration of MerTKposTREM2pos and MerTKposLYVE1pos subpopulations. Their transcriptome is characterized by MerTK-dependent transcription factors that are negative-regulators of inflammation. They are low producers of pro-inflammatory cytokines; further downregulated by locally-produced GAS6. Instead they produce resolvins and induce a repair response in FLS. Their relative proportion in remission was indicative of flare after treatment cessation. When the proportion of MerTKpos STMs becomes less than 47.5%, (or the ratio of MerTKpos to MerTKneg becomes less than 2.5) there is a likelihood of FLARE after treatment cessation. MerTKneg STMs in patients predicted to flare have a CD48posS100A12pos phenotype that releases the alarmin S100A12 upon stimulation, suggesting a role in the initiation of flare. BM bone marrow; MMPs, matrix metalloproteinases; KLFs krueppel like factors; NR4As, nuclear receptor subfamily 4 group A; ATF3, cAMP-dependent transcription factor 3; TREM2, triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2; LYVE1, lymphatic vessels endothelial hyaluronan receptor 1; FOLR2, folate receptor beta; GAS6, growth arrest-specific 6; S100A12, S100 calcium-binding protein A12; THY1, CD90.
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